
                             Spelling Changes in Middle English 

 

         The Influence of the French Language on Middle English Spelling 

 

 

The most conspicuous feature of Late ME texts in comparison with OE texts 

is the difference in spelling. The written forms of the words in Late ME texts 

resemble their modern forms, though the pronunciation of the words was 

different. Below are given samples of OE and ME texts (see pictures 1 and 

2). 
 

 

1. ავტო- თუ აუტო-

არაერთ ლექსიკონსა თუ სხვ. გამოცემაში
მონაცვლეობით გვხვდება ფორმები
ავტო- ან აუტო- :

 
 

Picture 1. Sample of OE text, a passage from Beowulf. 

 

 

In the course of ME many new devices were introduced into the system 
of spelling; some of them reflected the sound changes which had been 
completed or were still in progress in ME; others were graphic re-
placements of OE letters by new letters and digraphs. 
 



ავტო- თუ აუტო- (გაგრძელება)

თუნდაც ზოგიერთ შემთხვევაში
პარალელური აუტო- ფორმის გამოყენება
ორთოგრაფიის სიჭრელეს იწვევს და
ქაოსურ შთაბეჭდილებას ტოვებს. 
ამდენად, უმჯობესად მიგვაჩნია ყველგან

ერთი ფორმის: ავტო- გამოყენება.

 
 

Picture 2.  Sample of ME text, opening lines from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. 

 

After the period of Anglo-Norman dominance (11th—13th c.) English 

regained its prestige as the language of writing, though for a long time 

writing was in the hands of those who had a good knowledge of French. 

Therefore many innovations in ME spelling reveal an influence of the 

French scribal tradition. 

 

1. Insular Minuscule Script was replaced by the Continental Minuscule 

Script, as a result of the French influence. Consequently, the specific OE 

letter ʒ falls into disuse and is replaced by its continental counterpart g. 

Continental g renders two sounds in ME: [g] before back vowels and [dʒ] 

before front vowels. The OE letter ʒ is still used in early ME, but it is more 

curved 3  and renders the sounds [j] at the beginning of a word and [X]. 

In the late ME the curved 3 finally falls into disuse. At the beginning of 

words it is replaced by y, e.g. young, yard, year; as for the soung [X], from 

the late ME it is rendered by the digraph gh, e.g. light [lixt], night [nixt], 

right [rixt]. 

 

 

 



2. The Runic letter Þ falls into disuse and is replaced by the digraph – th. 

 

3. Under the French influence, the letters j k v q are added to the English 

alphabet. 

 

4. Another French influence is the two-fold reading of the letters g and c. 

g [g] [dʒ] 

c [k]  [s] 

 

Before back vowels they are pronounced as [g] and [k], before front vowels 

as [dʒ] and [s], e.g. geography, ice. 

 

5. After the introduction of the letter v in ME, f is no more voiced in an 

inter-vocal position. Thus, f renders voiceless fricative [f] and v voiced 

fricative sound [v]. It should be mentioned that in ME and NE texts the use 

of v and u is often confused and only after the orthographic reform of the 

XVII c. the use of u and v is finally normalized. 

 

6. Y became an equivalent of [i] at the end of a word, e.g. boy, toy, lorry, 

trolley … 

 

7. Some replacements were probably made to avoid confusion of resembling 

letters: thus о was employed not only for [o] but also to indicate short [u]. It 

happened when и stood close to n, m, or v, for they were all made up of 

down strokes and were hard to distinguish in a hand-written text (see picture 

3). 

That is how OE munuc became ME monk, though it was pronounced as 

[munk] and OE lufu became ME love [luve] (NE monk, love). This 

replacement was facilitated, if not caused, by the similar use of the letter о in 

Anglo-Norman. 

 



 
 Picture 3.  

 

8. ME is characterized by wide use of digraphs. Digraph ou is borrowed 

from French to indicate long u [u:]. 

E.g. ou – [u:] 

OE hūs – ME hous [hu:s] 

OE ūt – ME out [u:t] 

OE mūs – ME mous [mu:s] 

 

Another French digraph ie is regularly employed in ME to render long e [e:] 

e.g. chief [tʃe:f] thief [θe:f]. 

 

9. More digraphs are used in ME to render the newly developed sounds: 

ch – [tʃ] 

e.g. OE cild [kild] – ME child [tʃild] 

sh [ʃ] 

e.g. OE scip [skip] – ME ship [ʃɪp] 

dg [dʒ]. 

 

10. The OE sequence of letters hw is replaced by wh, but it is still 

pronounced as [hw], 

e.g. OE hwæt – ME what [hwat] 

 

11. OE long vowels are replaced by double letters: 

e.g. 



OE fōt – ME foot [fo:t] 

OE bōc – ME book [bo:k] 

OE tōþ – ME tooth [to:θ] 

OE fēt – ME feet [fe:t] 

 

 

Picture 4 summarises the peculiarities of spelling in Late ME. It includes the 

new letters and digraphs introduced in ME and the new sound values of 

some letters in use since the OE period (the other letters of the English 

alphabet were employed in the same way as before). 

 

 

 
        Picture 4. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


